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BRUTEforce® Functional Trainer Smith Machine 270PTM  
 

The BRUTEforce® Functional Trainer
Smith Machine is a free weight rack, multi
press and functional trainer in one and
offers all the essential exercises for
bodybuilding, body toning, endurance,
strength and body shaping. The 270PTM
from BRUTEforce® not only offers guided
and free barbell training, but also a fixed
rowing station and a double cable pull
system for varied fitness and strength
training. 

 CHF 2'399.00  
      

      

Features:

high-quality strength training equipment with top design and high-quality workmanship -
developed in Australia
Multipress with linear bearing - equipped with adjustable safety hooks so that maximums can be
performed safely. The counterweight system is ideal for beginners or rehabilitation when near-
zero resistance is required.
functional, height-adjustable double roller system
270° rotation of the pull handles
free weight support including height-adjustable J-hooks and safety stops with protective rubber to
protect the barbell and minimize noise
Core trainer included - in combination with a rotating 50 mm barbell, three-dimensional mobility is
achieved. This allows a wide range of dynamic and highly effective exercises to be performed
Quick, easy and safe handling
seated rowing station with footrest
pull-up station with multiple grip options
optimum freedom of movement
maximum safety
high stability
stable construction made of 70 x 50 x 3 mm thick tubular steel
quick, easy and safe handling
including 6 chrome-plated disc holders (diameter 50mm) for storing discs
surface treated with corrosion-resistant powder coating
with rubberized protective feet, gentle on the floor
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in gray-anthracite/copper color combination

Application: Home use, payload multi-press approx. 400kg, payload fumctional trainer approx. 200kg
Equipment dimensions: L175 x W124 (200cm with bar) x H222cm, weight: approx. 286kg
Accessories: dip handles, 2 handles, long bar, short bar, core trainer, core plate handle
(Note: various accessories such as elastic bands, tricep rope and weight plates from the video and
photos are not included, but can be purchased separately)
Warranty: Home: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)
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